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ONE STRONG GAL
Actress worked hard for physical role C3

Canada
has an
epidemic
of young
people forced
to assume
tremendous
responsibility.
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ALBUM REVIEWS

T H E C H A R L ATA N S

Different Days
BMG

There are two parts to
The Charlatans’ 13th album,
Different Days — the first with
sunny melodies and the other,
which samples their roots in
Manchester’s baggy dance scene.
Opener Hey Sunrise leads
with acoustic guitars and has a
melancholy air like The Church’s
Under the Milky Way. A melody
that practically floats appears
on Solutions, with Tim Burgess
stretching the syllables.
More songs with a bit of bite
like Plastic Machinery would
have been welcome as Johnny
Marr’s guitar and Verve drummer Pete Salisbury add some kick
to the proceedings. New Order’s
Stephen Morris also takes care
of drums and programming on
seven of the 13 tracks.
Not Forgotten kicks off imaginary part 2, which sees the band
setting their phasers to nostalgia
and performing as if back in 1990
again, sharing a Madchester
stage with The Stone Roses and
Happy Mondays.
There Will Be Chances sounds
like Stephen Duffy’s Tin Tin and
The Same House, where they
can all live and “wear matching shoes” reminds of 1991
sensations The Farm. Salisbury appears again on Let’s Go
Together.
Paul Weller puts his stamp on
Spinning Out, which ends the
album with a return to a more
organic feel.
The Charlatans have repeated
cycles of rises and falls in a nearly 30-year career and the swirling
Different Days is a reminder of
the good times.
THE STEEL WOODS

Straw in the Wind
Woods Music/Thirty Tigers

Fame Studios producer Rick Hall
maintains that southern rock
was born the day Duane Allman goaded Wilson Pickett into
covering the Beatles’ Hey Jude.
Allman proceeded to tear down
Hall’s Muscle Shoals, Alabama,
studio with a series of guitar fills
that spawned a half-century of
imitators.
Over time, that sound made
its way from the Allman Brothers Band to Nashville’s country
scene, where its sway remains
obvious today.
Into this landscape come
The Steel Woods, a Nashville
band that bills itself as a hybrid
of styles, from Americana to
bluegrass to rhythm and blues.
But they make no bones about
being “steeped in the ethos of
southern rock,” which is obvious from the first steely twang of
their debut album, Straw in the
Wind.
This is, above all, a southern
rock album — and a good one.
The album blends styles but
draws its strength from power
chords and soaring guitar solos
set firmly in the southern rock
ethos. Compelling vocals by Wes
Bayliss wouldn’t be out of place
on an early Marshall Tucker
Band album.
Whether on a galloping murder
romp called Della Jane’s Heart
or the ballad If We Never Go, the
Steel Woods demonstrate with
gusto that this genre isn’t played
out.
The Associated Press

Keith Richards, left, was infamously busted for drugs in Toronto in 1977. He and the rest of his Rolling Stones bandmates (Mick Jagger is on the right)
have always favoured Toronto as a rehearsal location. DAVE AL LOCCA / TH E AS S OCI AT ED P R ES S/STAR P IX /FILES

“The world needs more Canada,”
U2 frontman Bono has famously
said. And in front of a capacity
crowd recently in Vancouver for
U2’s Joshua Tree tour, he praised
Canada’s record on human rights
and gender equality.
In an interview with the radio
station Rock 101 earlier that day,
Bono gushed a little more about his
band’s love of Canada: “We always
have had a thing with Canada in
general, but Vancouver has been
very welcoming of us at a time
when we were fragile,” he said.
“Because you get quite vulnerable
when you are preparing to launch
a tour … in this city, we feel very
free.”
Bono has had a long love affair
with this country, having appeared
on the same Montreal platform as
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau to
denounce poverty as “sexist” and
consistently choosing Vancouver
as a U2 rehearsal location. But U2
aren’t the only international stars
to love Canada. In 1969, John Lennon and Yoko Ono staged half of
their “bed-in for peace” in Montreal.
Rolling Stones guitarist Keith
Richards has been grateful to this
country since his 1977 drug bust in
Toronto, claiming more than once
that Canada saved his life. The
Stones often use Toronto as their
rehearsal location and were known
for throwing surprise gigs for fans
in the late ’90s.
What is it about Canada that attracts global megastars and emerging artists alike? Sandee Bathgate,
studio manager at Bryan Adams’
Warehouse Studios in Vancouver,
say the level of talent available
when rehearsing or recording is
a factor: “In Vancouver, we have
amazing talent in engineering
and production, and that’s attractive to international artists. Guys
like Bob Rock (Metallica), Mike
Fraser (AC/DC), Bruce Fairbairn
(Bon Jovi, Aerosmith) and Randy
Straub (Nickelback) are all from
this area.”
As much as talent is never to be
taken for granted, by itself it’s not
enough to persuade musicians to

WITH
GLOWING
HEARTS
Why do international musicians
love Canada? James Wood explains.

U2 singer Bono, left, speaks with Prime Minister Justin Trudeau during
a health conference in Montreal last year. G ET T Y IMAGES/FILES

come to Canada, something Bathgate affirms when listing other attractions for international artists:
“Vancouver is a culturally diverse
city, which is attractive to artists,
and the natural beauty is outstanding. Add to that the fact that some
artists need to spend time outside
the U.S. for tax reasons, and there
are plenty of attractive features for
working here.”
Our country’s diversity and gen-

erosity, its respect for individual
privacy, come up time and again
when speaking with musicians
who have made Canada their
home.
Rich Paxton, lead singer of rising indie rock act Free the Cynics
and a Scotsman based in Calgary,
says: “Distance is definitely an issue when you’re starting out touring in Canada. But the vibe here
is much more collaborative than

it is back home in Scotland, or in
London. You have bands from dif
different cities offering to set up gigs
for you in return for you helping
them out — that wouldn’t happen
in the U.K.”
Joey DeCosse, drummer for Free
the Cynics and a Winnipeg native,
agrees: “In Winnipeg, there’s a
massive music scene compared to
other cities in Canada, with bands
like The Mariachi Ghost blending
Latin American music with prog
rock.”
Especially outside the recognized hubs of Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal, Canada offers
emerging artists a freedom from
pressure and a collaborative environment many of them found
wanting in their home countries.
Enoque Carrancho, an electronic dance music producer and DJ
based in Calgary, says the positive
and supportive dance music community in Calgary compared to
his native South Africa: “Calgary
is very DIY and it’s easy to create a
community and share knowledge.
In South Africa, everyone’s always
trying to get ahead, not sharing
names of tracks they’ve played,
that kind of stuff.”
Canada’s venues also find their
fair share of cheerleaders — and
again, the diversity of the country’s
musical environment is singled
out for special praise.
In Toronto, it’s possible to find
clubs and bars that specialize in
everything from reggae to swing
and bebop, indie rock and folk.
Tanya Tonon, manager of Toronto’s legendary Horseshoe Tavern, says acts also appreciate the
friendliness of Toronto: “It doesn’t
matter if you’re the biggest band in
the world or a new up and coming
act, we like bands to feel at home
playing our venue. We have staff
that have been here for more than
25 years, so there is a familiarity
here that bands feel they can depend on.”
A sharing family approach, diversity, natural beauty and talent
to spare: it sounds as though the
world of music, as much as that of
politics, could use more Canada.

